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#

1

2

3 Rainer Schröder

4 Rainer Schröder

5

6 Rainer Schröder

7

Christina Maier

Rekordversuch / record attempt Teilnehmer / participant Ergebnis / result

Headstand on a moving car W. L .M. Belachew Girma achieved, 1 min, 20.12 sec

Longest duration of continuous laughter by one person W. L .M. Belachew Girma achieved, 3 hours, 35 min, 30 sec

Bending an euro with the teeth achieved

Bending an iron horseshoe with the hands as fast as possible achieved

Tearing in half a 1000 page phonebook (the swiss phonebook of 2014) Albert Jamie Walter achieved - dedicated to peace

Lifting a weight of 130 kg from the ground with the teeth (130,1kg) achieved, 6.34 sec, 5 cm over ground 

The most arrows broken with the neck in one minute Ashrita Furman not carried out – arrows did not arrive

8  Walking up and down 10 stairs while carrying 20 eggs on spoons and wearing 
inline skaters Vaibhava Jewgenij Kuschnow achieved

9  Pulling a bus weighing 10,617 kg by hand on a rope for 20 metres Radek Rosa (jr.) achieved

10  Pulling a bus with 37 passengers by hand on a rope for 20 m (13.257,6 kg) Radek Rosa (sr.) achieved

11  Pulling a tractor plus passengers (8.572 kg) by hand on a rope for 8 m Radek Rosa (sr.) achieved

12  Running 400 metres while heading a soccer ball Agim Agushi archieved, 3 min 16 sec

13  Running the fastest mile on swim-fins Samalya Schäfer achieved, 5 min 33.825 sec

14  Telling the most jokes in one hour Karteek Clark achieved, 594 jokes, 587 with laughter

15  The largest collection of keychains 48.400 different pieces achieved (verified)

16  8 digit number multiplicartion. Solving 10 mathematical calculations in the 
shortest time Freddis Reyes not achieved
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17  100m driving a bobby car backwards, blindfolded in high heels Dirk Rensmann achieved, 2 min 53.03 sec

18  Running 1000 metres while heading a soccer ball Agim Agushi achieved, 8 min 50.04 sec

19  100 meters as fast as possible on stilts while dribbling a basketball Stefan Cojocnean achieved, 23.13 sec

20  Running 100 metres on stilts Stefan Cojocnean achieved, 19.46 sec

21  2 miles as fast as possible on spring-loaded stilts Stefan Cojocnean achieved, 15 min 53.28 sec

22  Blowing a trumpet non-stop for 4 minutes W. L .M. Belachew Girma blowed for 3 min 40 sec

23  Footbag consecutive toe stalls Jendrik Schroeder achieved 4831 hits
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